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Students had the chance to hike up Diamond Head Crater on Feb. 16 to get a view of East and West Honolulu.

Orchestra groups perform in Honolulu
Sophomore Clayton Rogers said he was honored
to perform at Pearl Harbor.
ne hundred orchestra students performed
“It was a very unique experience because it’s
at Pearl Harbor, representing Ohio in the
something normal high schoolers would not be able
National Festival of States in Honolulu, Hawaii on
to do,” Rogers said.
Feb. 15-21.
The group’s second performance was on Feb.
A day after their arrival, students ventured to
19 in the Windward Mall, which was slightly
the University of Hawaii for a music clinic. There
different—it was open to the public. The orchestras
the String orchestra and the combined Concert and
played the same songs from the Pearl Harbor
Symphony orchestras played their pieces for Joseph
performance, but instead for the National Festival of
Stepec, the Director of Orchestral Activities. UA
States, which is an annual concert series.
orchestra conductor Ed Zunic said that attending
Junior Gaven Zou said he found the Windward
the clinic was not part of the original plan.
Mall performance to be unique for several reasons.
“We looked at the schedule and we knew that we
“It was an incredible experience with a
could fit something else in there. We have a former
completely different environment, temperature and
student who attends the
audience wise,” Zou
University of Hawaii, and It was a very unique experience
said. “[The orchestras]
so she was actually the
had difficulty staying
because it’s something normal
one who suggested [the
together; however,
high schoolers would not be able
clinic],” Zunic said.
we adapted to our
Junior Maggie Morris to do.”
environments and
said she found the clinic
Sophomore Clayton Rogers became acclimated to
to be entertaining.
the scene.”
“I’ve always enjoyed
Besides the two
clinics,” Morris said. “I think that they’re fun and
performances and the clinic, the students had
informational. This clinic was a lot of fun. [Joseph
time to enjoy several other activities. Many
Stepec] was a little quirky, but eccentric conductors
hours were spent hiking and summiting volcanic
are always fun. In general, I thought that this clinic
craters, relaxing on the beach and participating in
was a fun addition to our trip and a good way to
traditional Hawaiian luaus. Although the students
start it off.”
might have dreaded waking up at 6 a.m. every
On Feb. 17, the orchestras gave their first
morning or walking 15 minutes to go to different
performance at Pearl Harbor in front of the famous
breakfast locations, being able to enjoy the
“Mighty Mo” ship. This was the initial reason why
Hawaiian sun while playing the songs they’ve been
the orchestras had been invited to perform. The
practicing since November certainly made for an
group was given the honor of performing in front
unforgettable experience.
of active and retired military, as well as normal
“When we travel, we try to pick something that
attendees of the memorial for the anniversary of the
would be completely unique,” Zunic said. “Outside
Dec. 7, 1941 Pearl Harbor attack.
the Chicago trip we do every other year with middle
The two orchestras played in their own groups
school students, every trip we’ve taken since then
before coming together and playing as one large group
has been different... You can go to Hawaii and you
to play the song “A Festival Rondo,” which is a multican visit Pearl Harbor... but you wouldn’t have the
level song with different parts for the two orchestras.
opportunity to perform at the two venues.”
by Ally Melnik, ’18
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HEY, senior PARENTS!
LAST CHANCE TO pre-ORDER
THE 2017 YEARBOOK!
inside

the

UA
bubble

NORWESTER 2017

ADVERTISE!
Go to http://tinyurl.com/nor2017advertise
to find out how to place an ad in the 2017
Norwester! Deadline: March 10.
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The deadline for pre-ordering your
2017 Norwester is March 31.
Go to http://tinyurl.com/NORWESTER2017
to order your book TODAY!
The 2017 Norwester yearbook will arrive in mid-May!

•••••

A VERY LIMITED* number of 2017 yearbooks will be for sale at the
school store in late May for those who did not pre-order their yearbook.
*Last year these books sold out in less than one day.
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Arlingtonian
Editorial Policy
Arlingtonian is a student-produced
newsmagazine published approximately
every four weeks by the Journalism III-A
students at Upper Arlington High School. The
publication has been established as a public
forum for student expression and for the
discussion of issues of concern to its audience.
It will not be reviewed or restrained by school
officials prior to publication or distribution.
Since Arlingtonian is a forum for student
expression, the editorial board, which
consists of the staff’s editors, will determine
the content of the newsmagazine and all
unsigned editorials; therefore, material may
not necessarily reflect the opinions or policies
of Upper Arlington school officials.
The views stated in editorials represent
that of a majority of the editorial board. No
single member of the editorial board can
be held responsible for editorial content
decisions. Signed columns or reviews
represent only the opinion of the author.
Arlingtonian welcomes letters to the
editor, guest columns and news releases from
faculty, administrators, community residents,
students and the general public. The
Arlingtonian editorial board reserves the right
to withhold a letter or column and return
it for more information if it determines the
piece contains items of unprotected speech
as defined by this policy.
As a public forum, all letters and columns
meeting the above criteria will be posted in
full on the Arlingtonian web site at www.
arlingtonian.com for a minimum of four
weeks. Arlingtonian and its staff will strive
to publish only legally protected speech
following the legal definitions for libel,
obscenity and invasion of privacy.
The staff will also refrain from
printing stories that create a material
disruption of school activities. Because the
Arlingtonian staff will determine content
of the publication, it will therefore also take
complete legal and financial responsibility
for what is printed. Arlingtonian will not
avoid publishing a story solely on the basis of
possible dissent or controversy.
The Arlingtonian staff raises and pays
all printing and production costs through
advertising sales, donations and fundraisers.
The editor or co-editors shall interpret and
enforce this editorial policy.
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Rate Increase???

Ray Insurance can help you save money on your new driver

(614) 459-1122
www.rayinsurance.com

Photo Courtesy Getty Images/ Ronald Martinez /Public Domain

Villanova athletes celebrate their win of the 2016 NCAA Championship. Students are anxiously anticipating this year’s March Madness, which begins March 14.

Bracket Mania
by Zach Backiewicz, ’19

The leader in the production of racing lanes & other swim products for competitions around the world
5270 Krieger Cour t, Columbus, OH 43228 • 800.808.7946

Competitor Swim®

PRODUCT CATALOG

Dine-in • Carryout • Catering
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968 W 5th Avenue
Columbus, OH 43212

(614) 298-9464
www.buffalowildwings.com

F

or sports fanatics, March means
one thing: March Madness. The
sporting event spans about three
weeks beginning this year on March 14 and
ending on April 3. With a total of 68 teams
competing for a national championship, the
event draws a lot of attention with the wide
variety of schools and matchups.
While the overall tournament is very
popular, creating brackets catches students’
and viewers’ attention. Websites such as
ESPN and Fox Sports have annual bracket
competitions where you can compete with
friends, fanbases or celebrities. The
goal is to have the most accurately
filled bracket. However, nobody has
ever been recorded of having a perfect
bracket. In fact, the odds of this
happening are one in 9.2 quintillion.
While the odds of creating a perfect
are slim, there are some helpful tips
to create the most accurately filled bracket.
For sophomore Bryant Benowitz, creating
a winning bracket would result in bragging
rights and a lump sum of cash.
“Before the bracket is released, I try to
watch as much basketball as I can just so I can
stay familiar with the teams,” Benowitz said.
During March Madness, it’s likely
there will be some close matchups. When
deciding between two teams, there are a few
components to consider. While a team’s rank
can be deciding factor between a matchup, it

Strategies abound for creating the
perfect March Madness bracket

is important to recognize the strength of their
schedule and conference. Quality wins against
ranked teams is another important aspect to
consider as it proves that the team can play
with tough competition. Researching some
teams can be helpful, especially in the first
round.
Another key factor when deciding the
winner of a match up is which team is
currently playing better. Momentum from
conference tournaments and previous games
in the tournament have proven to help teams
in the early rounds of the tournament and
against tough competition.
Davidson University math and computer

has been within the top eight best-or-strongest
conferences and has been ranked within the
top 25. “When I decide which team will be
the winner in my bracket I usually stick with
programs such as Duke, North Carolina
and Kansas. Sometimes Michigan State and
Villanova,” Benowitz said. “It’s hard to choose
against teams with such elite coaches and
players.”
If you’re thinking about choosing an
upset, consider that 76 percent of these
games are by 10, 11, or 12 seeds with 27
percent done 12 seeds alone. However,
the 8-9 game is a virtual lock. While the
8 seed is picked at a slightly higher clip,
the chances of either team winning
It’s hard to choose against
are about even. These techniques
developed at Davidson have proven
teams with such elite
to be successful in years past with
coaches and players.”
Chartier’s students finishing in
Sophomore Bryant Benowitz the 99th percentile of the ESPN
Tournament Challenge.
If students have a rough first few
science professor Tim Chartier and his
days with their bracket, they shouldn’t be
students utilize a data tool devised by Tresata, a dissapointed and lose belief in their bracket.
Charlotte-based big data company to develop
Having teams in the final four and deep into
techniques that assist college basketball fans
the tournament are more essential to winning
in their quest to predict the elusive perfect
the bracket competition.
NCAA tournament bracket. While filling out
With Selection Sunday taking place on
your bracket, consider some of these tips.
March 12 and the tournament starting on the
When deciding to pick a national
14, March Madness will be a perfect transition
champion consider this feat: in the past
from school to spring break for students at the
14 years, every national champion except
high school. Hopefully students will be able to
one was a 1, 2, 3 seed. The exception was
win some cash and bragging rights. Bring on
Connecticut, a 7 seed in 2014. Every winner
the madness, March.
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Teachers share
their favorite
stories from their
own proms
By Hallie underwood, ‘20
Image courtesy Paramount Pictures

Grease, released in 1978, portrays the prom fashions of the 1950s. Even then prom fashions had changed dramatically from the time period portrayed to the
movie’s release date, though the dance itself remains virtually unchanged even today..

A

s overrated as some may view it, there is no night like prom night. Teenage girls
spend their entire day doing their hair and applying makeup. They devoted their
entire weekend to finding the perfect, most flattering dress hanging in their
closet, ready for the occasion. As they gaze in the mirror, they see an archetype of the
modern prom attendee: simple and elegant.

photo courtesy of kaylee barrett

A group of modern high school girls pose with their
newly acquired brooch corsages. Typically, the
night of festivities begins with a photo session with
all of the prom group’s attendees.
6 // M a r c h 3, 201 7

She meets her date at the bottom
of the stairs. He is wearing a tie that
matches her dress or her eyes. He stutters,
making small talk with her dad, and
accepts his firm handshake. He had came
to her door weeks before with a decorated
sign and a much celebrated question.
Of course, the boutonniere is difficult to
pin to the pocket of his black suit, but
laughter always makes the best photos. As
her mother snaps pictures on her phone,
she realizes that from behind the camera
lens, prom looks very different from when
she was attending. When her daughter
returns, her feet will be in pain from
dancing in heels and she will describe
a night to her mother that differs little
from a prom attended years ago.
The fashions seen at prom and the
music students enjoy is ever-changing, so
no group of students will have the same
experience, despite being in the same
dimly lit, theme-decorated venue.
Although prom fashion has
transformed greatly over the years,

the core traditions stay the same and
the stories, as told by a select group of
teachers, remain timeless.

Prom Date Memories

Language arts teacher Michael
Donelson memorialized tradition in his
time by devising a prom proposal like no
other. In his English class, he asked his
classmate by telling her to look over his
set of index cards. Buried inside quotes
and bibliographies was a three by five
proposal to the famed school dance.
While Donelson has good memories
about asking his date, Tracy, to the prom,
he later experienced a moment that was
also noteworthy. When his AP Chemistry
teacher, who Donelson describes as quite
the character, asked Donelson, “What
stupid, ugly girl would go to prom with
you?”
Tracy verbally attacked the science
teacher, leaving his cheeks red with
embarrassment.
“Tracy was in the class; she was

standing right there… She just let him
have it,” Donelson said. “Had it been
any other situation where a student had
talked to a teacher the way she had talked
to him, she probably would have been
suspended, but he knew he had stepped
over the line.”
Sporting a light blue tuxedo, Donelson
fit in with the scene. Although he doesn’t
remember exactly what music was blaring
when he entered the crowded auditorium,
“(I’ve Had) The Time of My Life,” from
the movie Dirty Dancing, was popular.
He said he and Tracy went with a group
of friends and attended the school
sponsored after-party. He enjoyed the
unity of his peers, even if it were just for
one night.
“I think the best part of [prom] was
that people came together, a lot of people
that generally didn’t hang together,” he
said. “It was more unifying than most of
our other events.”
Giving advice for those attending the
prom this year, Donelson said students
can have a blast on prom night whether
or not they have a formal date.
“I would suggest students go to the
prom … with a friend, have a good time
… I think people move too quickly into
exclusive dating relationships. I would
suggest more social dating. A group of
guys and a group of girls go out together,

not necessarily
paired off, but just
get to know each
other and not to
feel so pressured,”
Donelson said.
History teacher
Kim Brown also
remembers her high
school prom. She
remembers dancing
to “Time after
Time,” by Cyndi
Lauper, and wearing
a pink dress. Style
was a big part of
prom back then,
and it continues
to be a priority for
students now.
“Matching was
a big thing then.
PHOTO courtesy OF MICHAEL DONELSON
I told my date
Language arts teacher Michael Donelson poses with his date in a baby blue
tuxedo for a game night-themed prom. This photo has lived in glory for years,
to wear what he
as it was published in an Arlingtonian issue nearly a decade ago.
wanted, and he
wore a black and
red tuxedo,” she said. “People came up to Groups of anxious high school teens have
gone in groups of friends so they wouldn’t
us all night, asking if he could take their
be as awkward with their date. Teenage
order. He looked like a waiter.”
boys have worked up the courage to ask
their favorite girl to the dance, whether it
A ‘Grown Up’ Experience
was with a poster board, candy or a deep
History teacher Joe Endres also has
breath and a conversation containing the
fond memories of his prom, though
simple, but much anticipated question.
he said extravagent prom
proposals were not in fashion Young boys will untie their ties when the
night is through and their parents will
at that time.
wait patiently to hear the stories.
“We just sort of asked
Teenage girls will wash their face and
[dates],” he said.
pull bobby pin after bobby pin out of
Endres said he
their hair, laughing with their friends
remembers feeling like
as the experiences are still fresh in their
an adult at the dinner
minds. At its core, there are striking
before the dance, and he
remembers the waiter calling similarities between the memories of
those from decades ago and stories that
him “Mr. Endres” as he sat
down to his dinner at a high have yet to be made.
High school prom attendees have
end restaurant. Above all,
Endres remembers the good always returned home with stories to
tell. Of course, students can learn from
times he had with friends
teachers in the classroom, but as they
and the memories he made.
People across the country look at their teachers’ grainy prom photos
containing poofy prom dresses and
can relate to the prom
colorful themed backgrounds, they might
experiences of others, no
matter their age. For years, realize that they each remember their
prom nights years ago and can learn that
sloppy, hand-written, but
we are all either high school students or
lovingly creative prom
PHOTO COURTESY OF TRACI ERIKSON
former high school students, with stories
proposals have been
French teacher Traci Erikson spends her prom in a poofy, royal blue
to tell and new memories to cherish.
nervously
expected.
dress, which matches her date’s attire perfectly.
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Meme humor spans wide range and
often defies logical ways of thinking

Being
Mindful
of Memes
Digital communication
is constantly advancing,
leaving memes to take
a unique place in our
culture and language.

Singer Drake passionately dances to the tune of
his song, “Hotline Bling.” The music video for the
song released in October 2015, and Drake’s odd
movements garnered much attention from the
internet.

Through comedy, a meme maker subtly shares his
or her economic concerns. This meme, along with
others like it, utilizes the motif of self-deprecation
to relate with the audience.

A mismatched caption detailing a historical event
offers the wrong context of a photo. The viewer of
the meme requires some knowledge of the event
mentioned in the caption in order to comprehend
the meme’s message and comedy.

MemES COURTESY PUBLIC DOMAIN

Shia LaBeouf delivers his famous words, “Do it! Just do it!” that turned into a saying of encouragement,
humor and more. Images of him were later edited to create many new versions of this meme.

By Everett Will, ‘18 And
Sammy Bonasso, ‘20

“D

O IT! JUST DO IT.” A few
ambiguous words, now known
by many, were enough to stir the Internet.
Multitudes of edited pictures and videos were
generated from one small video clip of actor
Shia LaBeouf’s motivational speech and sent all
around the web in the middle of 2015. All of
this content used the medium of one specific
subject, but not all attempted to convey the
same message. The Internet uses several other
memes similar to LaBeouf’s monologue for the
same purpose.
The students in Melissa Haines’s media
arts classes occasionally make memes as fun
side-activities. Although she is not incredibly
knowledgeable on the subject, Haines said a
meme is “taking an image
from ... popular culture and
putting some sort of text on
top of it.”
Haines believes that
students cannot escape
memes in their lives.
“They’re on social media,
they’re wherever you turn,
pretty much; you’re going to
be exposed to them,” she said.
Other definitions of
a meme exist, however.
Pepe the Frog gives a smile that can be interpreted in multiple ways.
A meme is “an inside
Pepe first appeared in “Boy’s Club,” a comic series by Matt Furie, and
joke distributed through
afterwards the frog became a meme sensation due to its use on the

the Internet,” as junior Mark Malkin said.
Wikipedia defines a meme as “a humorous
image, video, piece of text, etc., that is copied
(often with slight variations) and spread rapidly
by Internet users.” The two latter definitions
open the door to a wide variety of Internet
activities and images, further than some would
consider to be truly memes.
“There’s definitely a broad scope of memes,”
Malkin said as to the existence of memes on
local, regional, and international levels.
Many memes, including Pepe, originate
from the website 4chan. However, the memes
that begin in 4chan are not limited to the
website, as evident by their strong presence in
programs and websites like iFunny, Twitter and
Instagram.
Memes can both spring up in groups of
friends and become huge, with the world
recognizing certain photos in an instant. The
popularity of a meme often depends upon how
many people connect with it. A meme that
begins as an inside joke between a few people
will likely remain relatively unknown, but a
meme regarding a profound event will gain
more attention.
Although Internet memes focus on unique
topics, such as questionable dance moves from
the singer Drake, they can each convey varied
messages with the one subject. Most memes
exist solely to entertain but do so in versatile
fashions. Many memes address the audience
with a familiar scenario to cause it to relate to
the meme’s creator. These memes often serve to

tease human flaws and actions and bring few
complex thoughts to the viewer.
Other memes, however, blend humor
with political commentary to inform the
audience and attempt to persuade it. Internet
memes regarding the 2016 presidential
election garnered much attention on the web,
particularly memes involving memorable
quotes from Donald Trump and Hillary
Clinton. Entire categories of memes, such as
“triggered” memes, deliver both comedy and
social commentary outside of specific politics.

This photo-collaged meme alludes to the concept
of becoming “triggered,” as well as the opinion of
Taylor Swift’s music from certain areas of internet.
The “triggered” meme began as satire on the
reactions of groups of people to content that they
find offensive, especially about gender. It has since
devolved to reference any person who is upset.

Memes are not
limited to secular
subjects, either.
Christians have
already created their
own category of
memes despite the
material present in
many other Internet
memes that can be
viewed as obscene and
offensive. In the eyes
of many, Christian
memes focus on
This meme shows an exaggerated response to online activity often seen as
topics that supersede
socially inappropriate, strange or creepy.
all others and take
ultimate importance
because some people created white
in life.
supremacist material using the meme.
The impact of memes is visible on both
Whether these accusations were justified
local and national levels. Any blank space
or not, this situation displays a large-scale
open to public expression will likely reflect the
impact of a meme.
interests of a society or group of people. And,
Just as texting added to language and
although occasionally barren, the chalkboard
communication, memes may soon be
in the Learning Center captures the trending
accepted as a legitimate form of human
thoughts of many students, particularly
interaction and less as a topic of humor.
regarding memes.
As communication quickens, modes of
However, the varied uses of memes brings
communication will simplify. A picture,
consequences. An article on Hillary Clinton’s
phrase, or audio clip will be able to convey
official website involves the meme of Pepe
emotions in an instant. Fear, suffering, joy,
the Frog. The article’s author, Emily Chan,
and sympathy could all be communicated
discredits Trump because of his use of Pepe
among humans faster than ever with
on Twitter. She claims that the meme has
memes. If, in any matter, today’s definition
undergone a transition from an innocent trend
of a meme is given to future generations.
into a symbol related to white supremacy

website 4chan.
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Academic Advice
Students share tips for surviving AP
By Katherine Dominek and Katie Zhao, ’19

I

t’s almost the end of third quarter, and you’re a freshman. It’s
the perfect time to wonder “why did I sign up to take an AP
course next year?” and silently freak out. You have no idea what
it’s going to be like. This could also be the same for upperclassmen
who haven’t taken an advanced course.

Tip One: Take AP classes in subjects that you actually like.
Owners Kim & Tina Elsea

Caﬀé DaVinci
FAST & CASUAL ITALIAN DINING
3080 Tremont Road

Columbus Ohio 43221

p: 614-459-9945

Mon-Thu 10:30 - 9 pm

f: 614-459-9944

Fri 10:30 - 10 pm
Sat 10:30 - 10 pm

caffedavinciua.com

Sun 4 - 9 pm

It may be too late to heed this warning as
scheduling is already over, but many top students
warn against taking AP classes in subjects you
don’t enjoy. According to the College Board, AP
classes are equivalent to college level courses.
“It’s going to be difficult, and it’s going to be
time consuming,” senior Nicole Holman said.
Senior Nicole
Holman
“There is no blow-off AP course… the class needs
to be something you’re interested in and are
willing to study a lot [for].”
Tip Two: Teachers are here to teach you, not torment you.

While this concept is widely discussed by the
student body, remember that teachers are here to
educate you. So don’t be afraid to ask for help if
you don’t understand the material.
“Ask your teachers for guidance and support,”
junior Minjue Wu said. “They are here to help
you, not judge your progress.”
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Studio Environment…
The studio is peaceful, calming, and comfortable. It features
a suspended wood floor that’s heated by an underfloor
radiant heating system, so the floor not only helps cushion
feet and joints but it also provides pleasant thermal comfort
when it’s cool outside!

Concert Season

BY SANAM PARWANI, ’19 AND OLIVIA BUSTER, ’20

Whether you’re a pop music fanatic or an ’80s hair band
connoisseur, the upcoming concert season in Columbus
has much to offer avid music lovers.
Ariana Grande

Junior Minjue Wu

Tip Three: Don’t become part of Procrastination Nation.

About Shift...
Shift™ began in the summer of 2012 as a home to
mindfulness in movement. Our classes are rooted in
experiencing rather than analyzing – so they all wind a
meditative thread creating peace, community, and a deep
sense of awareness. We have enough analyzing in our days,
Shift classes balance that to encourage stasis in the mind/
body/spirit.

Photo Courtesy Lakebit

Ariana Grande performs live during her Honeymoon tour.

While procrastination is a common effect
of most classes, and we all can confess to
procrastinating at least once in our lives (kudos to
you if you’ve only procrastinated once), excessive
procrastination in an AP course will kill your grade
and lead to stress.
“You kind of have to stay on top of it,” junior
Junior Lily Liu
Lily Liu said, who swears by time management. If
you are a chronic procrastinator, work on letting
go of potential distractions.
“Be completely focused during your work time to maximize
productivity,” junior Maggie Morris said. It’s best to learn how to
be focused sooner rather than later, otherwise it will continue as an
unhealthy habit.
Tip Four: A good AP student is curious and loves to learn.

This piece of advice goes almost hand-in-hand
with tip one; after all, the classes in which you are
truly interested will make you curious and eager
to learn.
“Be genuinely motivated and excited to
challenge yourself beyond what you are taught in
Junior Maggie
the classroom,” Wu said.
Morris
Even though we’re all struggling to get past
the third quarter rut, having an open mind will help you cruise
through the rest of the year.

Pop artist touring her latest album “Dangerous Woman.”
◆ When : March 9 at 7:30 p.m.
◆ Location: Nationwide Arena
◆ Touring with: Victory Monet, Little Mix
◆ Ticket Prices: $29-$199

Hippo Campus

Alternative rock band touring their recent album
“Landmark.”
◆ When: April 6 at 7 p.m.
◆ Location: Newport Music Hall
◆ Touring with: Magic City Hippies
◆ Ticket Price: $17

Panic! At the Disco

Alternative Rock band touring their latest album “Death
Of a Bachelor.”
◆ When: March 7 at 7 p.m.
◆ Location: Schottenstein Center
◆ Touring with: Saint Motel, Misterwives
◆ Ticket Prices: $39-$311

Bon Jovi

Old-time rock band touring their well-known album
“This House Is Not For Sale.”
◆ When: March 1 at 7:30 p.m.
◆ Location: Nationwide Arena
◆ Touring with: No One
◆ Ticket prices: $15-$335
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can be found as easily as a Google search or
through talking with Dr. Moore.

Benefits

Benefits of a
Gap Year
In the last several years, this
option is gaining popularity
in the United States
Courtesy of The Hawk’s eye

A student, Michael Yeary, advertises that other students take gap years like he did. In an interview for The
Hawk’s Eye. Yeary advocated for “all students to take a gap year.”

By Will price, ’18

A

lthough less than one percent of an
admitted college class takes a gap
year before enrolling, it’s becoming
a much more common alternative to the
normal academic path.
Typically taken between high school
and college, there are numerous options
provided during gap years. There is a
wide variety of organizations that provide
students with these chances.
Senior Zoe Pappas is currently planning
on taking a gap year before college to
volunteer with her family in Tanzania.
“It’s something that my family
mentioned to me, and I was very interested
in. It’s just such a unique thing to do,
and not to mention something I’m really
looking forward to,” Pappas said.
She also recommended the idea to those
beginning to look for colleges.
“I think more people should do it,
given how much you can do...It’s not a
common option, but it’s an awesome way
to do something you care about, and are
passionate for before college,” Pappas said.
While Pappas is using a family-based
opportunity, many others are taking gap
years and that can include going abroad or
staying in the country.

Expert advice

Dr. Kathy Moore, UA’s college advisor,
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talked about this experience.
“Gap years can be a variety of things: study
abroad, volunteering, taking a year off to
work,” Moore said.
When asked for advice on finding a good
activity to do during a gap year, Moore said
opportunities are available in many different
locations throughout the world.
There are also a variety of programs for
students to look into.

Students who think about
it but don’t take gap years
I think it’s easy to regret
taking that risk.”
UA Alum alex price

Gap Year programs
Dynamy provides a gap year that gives
students access to internships within the
specific country.
Thinking Beyond Borders allows a gap
year to students focused on social change in a
program located throughout seven different
countries. Where There Be Dragons is a
program in 17 countries designed to “cultivate
global citizenship, leadership and selfawareness in our students.”
Programs like these are based
throughout the country and the world and

Gap years come with many benefits
for students. A study done in 2015 by the
American Gap Association found that “85
percent of gappers would promote their
experience to friends and colleagues.”
Those who took gap years gained many
personal benefits including increased maturity,
increased self confidence and an increase in
communication skills.
73 percent felt it helped prepare them
better for college, and 84 percent felt they
gained skills helpful for their eventual career.
UA alumna and current University of
Chicago freshman Alex Price talked about the
benefits of the gap year she took in Moldova.
“I was talking to another student who took
a gap year, and we agreed that any experience
at this point in life is good experience.
Students who think about it but don’t take
gap years, I think it’s easy to regret taking that
risk,” Price said.
Price explained the positives of her
experience, saying “it was really nice to take
a break from the traditional high school to
college to career path.”
Gap years hit even closer to home seeing
the students who come from Germany
and Sweden, for example, to be involved in
exchange programs.
These are very similar to some gap years
available in that their main goal is to help the
students experience a foreign culture.
The biggest positive of a gap year is
allowing a student to take a risk and get
outside of their comfort zone.
This allows them to do something they’re
passionate about before starting a more
traditional journey during and after college for
the rest of their lives.
Gap years can be a very personalized
opportunity for students within UAHS.
Not only are diverse locations offered
but many different subjects, like science,
music or language, can be covered during
someone’s time.
An even better indicator of how much of
a positive influence these years can have on
someone is how Harvard and Yale encourage
incoming students to take a gap year.
That being said, gap years are becoming
an incresingly popular and viable option for
students throughout the globe.

Adventures
Abroad
Students reminisce on their
favorite spring break trips
By Katie Chong and Daniela Wainfor, ’18

S

pring break is a mere week away and chances are, most
students have already shut off their brains in anticipation
of this much-needed break. In light of this, take a look at some
memorable spring breaks that students here at UA have had.
Photo courtesy of Katie Shrodes

Varun parwani - hong kong

S

enior Varun Parwani spent his long-awaited week off exploring
Hong Kong. During the spring break of his junior year, Parwani
and his family spent a week touring the gorgeous city, eating
traditional delicacies and appreciating all of the cultural differences
with which the city is infused.
“I would compare it to New
York City, but obviously there was a
language barrier there, so it was a bit
hard to communicate,” Parwani said.
Although the clamor of the city
gives it a NewYork City vibe, the
principal language spoken there is
Cantonese. However, the language
barrier did not stop Parwani from
having a great trip and enjoying the
city nonetheless.
Photo courtesy of
varun parwani
Parwani and his family made the journey
up the steep mountain roads to see the famous giant statue of a
Buddha resting atop a lotus flower.
“We drove for two hours on this double-decker bus up these
mountains, and it was scary because if you looked down you could
see the edge and the bus was going super fast,” Parwani said.
While Parwani has no plans for this upcoming break, he hopes
to explore many countries in the near future.

Caroline Milo - italy

S

enior Caroline Milo spent last spring break in
Italy touring the various cities that the little
country has to offer. Milo traveled there with her
family to visit her older brother who was studying
abroad in Florence. Besides Florence, Milo also
explored Milan, Rome, Naples and Venice.
Venice, nicknamed the “City of Water”, is
known especially for its maze of waterway
canals. While in America, taxis are the most
common way to explore a city, in Venice the
customary way to get around is by gondola.
“Everything’s on the water and the only way
to get to other parts of Venice is on the boat so
we would take taxis over the water...it was very

katie shrodes - puerto rico

J

unior Katie Shrodes traveled south to Vieques, Puerto Rico
for some rest and relaxation during spring break of her
eighth grade year. Vieques is an island off the coast of Puerto
Rico that isn’t traditionally known for its tourist spots, but there
are many secluded beaches for snorkeling and boating.
“It’s not tourist-y at all because it’s not a vacation spot. It’s
just an island so there’s not a lot of people there,” Shrodes said.
Vieques isn’t built for tourism, so Shrodes spent much of her
time on the beach which was conveniently beside her house.
“We would walk down from the house to the ocean or you
could go down further on the island and there was a pier that
went out really far because Vieques used to be a military base,”
Shrodes said.
Though the beach doesn’t seem too out of the ordinary,
Shrodes encountered a unwanted surprise one day when she
went snorkeling.
“We were out with the guy who owns the house and he
harpooned a fish and I think a bull shark sensed the blood and
swam near us...it was huge and really close so we all swam back
as fast as we could. Later, no one believed us when we said that
we saw a shark,” Shrodes said.
This year, Shrodes isn’t planning on encountering a shark,
but she is hoping to see an alligator during her time in Florida.

different,” Milo said.
While Venice was a memorable place to travel
and see culture along the canal, Milo said that
Florence would have to take first place as her
favorite city in Italy. While in Florence, Milo made
sure to pay a visit to the Duomo, which overlooks
the city much like the Eiffel Tower in France.
“You could see the mountains in the distance
and where the city ended and it was really cool,”
Milo said in her description of the view from the
top of the Duomo.
This year, Milo plans to spend spring break
relaxing on the beaches of Cabo San Lucas,
Mexico with friends and family.

Photo courtesy of
Caroline milo
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To Drive,
or Not to Drive

Columnist considers the unfair
stereotype for the youth of today

M

illennial—the term has been frequently tossed around to
indicate the youth of today. According to USA Today, a
millennial is classified as anyone born between 1982 and
2004. We’ve often been classified by news sources as unreliable and
lazy. Since we grew up in the age of the Internet, generations before
us assume we require everything to be fed to us on a silver spoon.
While some millennials truly might be lazy, our whole generation
doesn’t possess this curse; I consider many millennials to be hard
workers rather than inactive.
When millennials were born, authors Neil Howe and William
Strauss wrote a book called “Millennials Rising: The Next Great
Generation.” In it, millennials were predicted as being like the
generation that fought in World War II—one characteristic
including “highly involved in the community.”
In Time Magazine, a statistic showed that only 60 percent of
people under 20 in the 2000s wanted a high-responsibility job,
compared to 80 percent in the 1990s. In The Atlantic, a poll said
that millennials were less likely to want a job that was helpful
towards others.
What happened between the two paragraphs above that allowed
everyone to misunderstand the stereotypical millennial?
I can’t argue for everyone, but in my instance and some of my
close friends, we’re all anxiety-ridden and working our hardest every
day. I know too many people that get home from extracurriculars
or jobs late at night and still have to work on schoolwork, not

going to bed until one in the
morning. That doesn’t sound lazy
to me.
A survey conducted by Project:
Time Off, an organization
dedicated to changing American
work behavior, showed that four
in ten people that are considered
“work martyrs” are millennials.
A work martyr is defined as
someone who believes they
shouldn’t take time off from work
by Ally Melnik, ’18
(or school in our case) because
they feel guilty. In addition, half
of millennials thought it was good to be seen as a work martyr,
once again proving that they aren’t lazy.
Our generation has an undeniable mix of personalities. There
are some millennials who truly are inactive and don’t want
anything to do with the greater good. But I also know that many
students fall under the non stereotypical category of millennials—
hard workers. To those students I applaud you for proving the Gen
Xers and the Baby Boomers wrong. We are their future, whether
they like it or not, and we need to show them how much more we
are than lazy. Show them that their future will not only be safe in
our hands, but will also thrive.

If you were given a free round
trip ticket to anywhere in the
world, where would you go?

Eight students respond to a question in eight words

Nepal, to see the
landscape and the culture.

Australia, to scuba dive
the Great Barrier Reef.

FRESHMAN COLE WALTERS

sophomore GABE WALSH

France, because of the
beautiful culture and
style.
Freshman Kiki Lilly

To the desert, so I can
see cacti.
SOPHOMORE EMMA HEYER

San Diego, it’s warmer
than Ohio right now.
junior Patrick Moser

Switzerland, so I can ride
a chocolate train.
Junior Lily Liu

Greenland, I’d love to see
the Northern Lights.
Senior Max Barnes

Israel, because I wanna
visit the Western Wall.
Senior Brooke
Scheinberg

eight in eight compiled by Firstname Lastname
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Editorial Cartoon by Hallie Underwood

‘Studying Abroad’
Students express appreciation for
school’s opportunities to explore the
world, whether just down the street
or on the other side of the world
Journalism II STAFF Editorial

W

e, as students of Upper Arlington High School, are
given opportunity after opportunity to travel and see
the world beyond the perimeter of UA. It is important
that we take advantage of these opportunities provided to us
and witness diverse culture firsthand.
For decades, students have shuffled into yellow busses with
paper bag lunches in hand ready to conquer a day of hands-on
learning. Whether it is at a science museum, an aquarium or a
famous historic monument, field trips of all kind are a strong
way to enhance learning.
Recently, more and more schools have offered programs
to let students study abroad and go on trips longer than the
average field trip. It has been proven in many research studies
that students’ minds benefit from school sponsored trips like
our own to Hawaii last month, Germany and China in years
before.
Students returned from Hawaii with a new love for
orchestra, the island of Oahu and for each other. While learning
in class about how non-UA patrons live their day-to-day lives,
traveling to capture these cultures gives the student a more
complete understanding of our world.
It is important that we realize the extraordinary opportunities
given to us by our school district and administration members.
Not only is it fun to get out of UA and see the world beyond
Columbus, studies demonstrate how the experience of abroad
travel benefits the adolescent mind. We need to take openings
handed to us to enable the studying of new cultures firsthand.

our alarm buzzes for the third time in a
row, causing your eyes to jolt open. Your
arm groggily reaches over to press the
snooze button and end
the monotonous faux
rooster crow. Your eyes
freeze on the time. It’s
now 7:45 a.m. and at
this rate, you are going
to be late for school.
You waste no time in
getting ready for the
day. Throw on some
clothes that you found
lying on the floor. Brush
your teeth. Skip the
by Katherine
coffee. Grab a granola
Dominek, ’19
bar. Don’t forget your
backpack. And you are
out of the door with your car keys happily jingling
in your hand.
Pause. Rewind. Play. Skip the coffee. Grab a
granola bar. Don’t forget your backpack. And you are
out of the door before you realize that you have
missed your ride. Stop.
These two dramatizations depict the unfortunate
mornings of two students: one with their driver’s license
and one without. While in this case having your license
would be helpful in ensuring that you get to school on
time, sometimes things don’t always go as planned.
Play. You are now on your way to school. The
stress of the unexpected delay has left you on edge,
causing you to cruise down the street at a speed above
the legal limit. A police officer is patiently waiting
along a sidestreet, radar gun drawn. You see the flash
of red and blue lights in your rearview mirror — you
are being pulled over and ticketed. Ultimately, causing
you to be late for school. Stop.
Having your driver’s license can be both a blessing
and a burden. It shows maturity through the time and
effort it took to acquire the small rectangle of plastic.
It also leaves you with a newfound sense of freedom.
However, it’s also a huge responsibility due to the laws
and rules you must abide to.
Along with freedom and responsibility comes the
constant nag of friends and relatives asking you to
drive them around and run errands. Though this may
be annoying, the pluses of driving definitely outweigh
the minuses.
While it is easier for one to get their driver’s license
at a younger age due to more free time, it is important
to remember that one must be prepared for the life
altering ability that they are gaining.
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Purchase a SENIOR ad

in the 2017 Nor wester Yearbook
Full-color ad space can be purchased in the 2017 edition of the yearbook. How you use the space is up to you: a simple message,
a message with a photo or original artwork, a collection of words and images, etc.; the staff’s only request is that the material be
school appropriate. Pre-designed templates are shown on pages 2 & 3 at http://tinyurl.com/nor2017advertise, should you want
to use/modify one of these. Original designs are also accepted; please be sure to reference ad dimensions if using this option. If
needed, the yearbook staff can be reached at norwester@uaschools.org.
Check out http://tinyurl.com/nor2017advertise
To Order
to view predesigned ad templates. Use or modify, as needed.
1. Decide what you would like to include in your ad.
2. Select an ad size that will accommodate your content.
3. Choose a design or create your own design (as a digital file or on paper). Any designs or photos you submit will not be
returned. If you are submitting on paper, please send high-resolution color copies.
4. Fill in the information below and send this form with your content, design and check to:
Upper Arlington High School, Attn: Norwester Yearbook
1650 Ridgeview Rd.
Upper Arlington, OH 43221
detach here

detach here

detach here

detach here

detach here

detach here

detach here
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Norwester 2017

Yearbook Advertisement Form
Your Ad Size:

		

r Quarter page (4.15” width x 5.4” height) = $100

r Full page (8.5” width x 11” height) = $250

		

r Half page (8.5” width x 5.4” height) = $150

r Two-page spread (17.3” width x 11” height) = $400

Your Information:
_______________________________________
Name of Business, if applicable
__________
Check #

_______________________________________
&/or
Name(s) of Student(s), if applicable

________________
_________________________
________________________
Amount			
Name on Check			
Phone

_______________________________________
Mailing Address

_______________________________________
Email Address

Your design:
r Please start with Design Option _____ from pages 2-3. (see link above)
r I’ve created my own design, which is enclosed on disk or on paper.
Your Content:
r Digital images / files (JPG image files are preferred; PDF files if submitting in layout)
• E-mail digital files to norwester@uaschools.org, or send on disk.
Also send printed copies of the content with payment, if possible.
r Print images
• Remember to print student name(s) on the back of photos.
Confirmation:

r Yes, send email confirmation.

Deadline:

March 10, 2017
This form must be received by the deadline
in order to process your ad and prepare it for
the May distribution of the 2017 yearbook.

r Yes, send email confirmation showing the ad layout. r No email confirmation needed.

